
 

FAQ ON D91 BOND: (Updated Sept.23, 2022) 

1. What would the bond pay for? The D91 bond will pay to:  
a. Build a new high school to replace the aged Idaho Falls High School 
b. Repair, renovate and add an auditorium to Skyline High School 
c. Build a new elementary school on the south side of Idaho Falls 
d. Replace Temple View with a new, bigger elementary school on the northside of Idaho 

Falls  
 

2. What do the plans look like for the new elementary schools? The district will update the 
elementary school plans it already owns with enhanced safety and security features. Those 
plans were used to rebuild Dora Erickson, Ethel Boyes, Edgemont and Longfellow after 
successful passage of a bond in 2012. Schools will be designed for:   

a. Safety and security with access controls  
b. Academic success with large classrooms featuring robust power, WIFI and data; spaces 

for small group instruction; a media center, a gymnasium/lunch room large enough to 
accommodate the whole school and special spaces for special education programs and 
all-day kindergarten.  
 

3. Where will the new elementary schools be built? D91 already owns three pieces of land 
suitable for elementary schools. Sites include:  

a. One on the corner of Holmes & 65th South  
b. One just off 65th South near the new Ivywood Subdivision 
c. One north of town across from Sage Lakes.  

 
4. What are the plans for Skyline High School? The plans for Skyline High School, which was built 

in the late 1960s, call for: 
a.  A complete renovation of the school to upgrade critical infrastructure 
b. Address safety and security issues by adding a prominent front entrance with access 

controls that will include a new administrative area with clear sightlines to the parking 
lots to better monitor activity on campus. The improvements also call for redesigned 
corridors with clear sightlines to enhance supervision and better monitor activity in the 
school. The north side of the school will be redesigned to eliminate the bank of doors 
and consolidate access points into the school. In addition, the parking lots will be 



reconfigured for enhanced safety with separate bus pick-up and drop-off areas, student 
pick-up and drop-off areas and student/visitor/staff parking lots. 

c. Improved learning spaces with 5 new classrooms and 2 new science labs to expand 
capacity to 1,800 students. The large, renovated classrooms will be designed for 
academic success with multiple teaching walls, robust power, data and WIFI and flexible 
seating to accommodate best instructional practices.   

d. Expanded special education spaces to accommodate the increased demand for special 
education programs and the need for specially designed spaces that serve students with 
intensive needs such as those who need help with the activities of daily living and 
personal care and those who are medically fragile.   

e. Provides common spaces where students can gather, collaborate on projects and study. 
These spaces would include a media center, areas to accommodate large and small 
groups and a cafeteria with a food court and adequate space for students to eat 
breakfast and lunch.  

f. Enhanced arts facilities with a new auditorium that has a modified fly for curtains and 
scenes, a prop room, dressing rooms and make-up areas and a separate lobby and 
restrooms for easy after-hours access and community use. In addition, there would be 
band and choir rooms with tech, AV and acoustic systems and secure instrument 
storage and renovated visual arts classrooms for ceramics, photography and journalism.  

g. Improvements to PE/athletic areas that would include two new PE locker rooms and 
two new athletics locker rooms to meet Title IX requirements, a new weight and cardio 
room, indoor walking/running track to extend PE opportunities and athletic training 
during the winter months and additions to improve ADA accessibility in the gymnasium.  
 

5. What are the plans for the new Idaho Falls High School? The plans for the new Idaho Falls High 
School call for a modern building with enhanced safety and security features that can 
accommodate 1,800 students when fully built out. Specifically, the plans call for:  

a. Enhanced safety and security with prominent student and visitor entrances with access 
controls, administrative offices in the front and the back of the school with clear 
sightlines to major parking lots, consolidated entry points to minimize access to the 
building and a design that ensures corridors with clear sightlines to better monitor 
activity within the building.   

b. Improved learning spaces with classrooms organized by subject to enhance learning 
and opportunities for collaboration within content areas and between content areas. 
The learning spaces will include large classrooms designed for academic success with 
multiple teaching walls, robust power, data and WIFI and flexible seating to 
accommodate best instructional practices.   

c. Expanded special education spaces to accommodate the increased demand for special 
education programs and the need for specially designed spaces that serve students with 
intensive needs such as those who need help with the activities of daily living and 
personal care and those who are medically fragile.   

d. Provides common spaces where students can gather, collaborate on projects and study. 
These spaces would include lecture stairs, a media center, areas to accommodate large 



and small groups and a cafeteria with a food court and adequate space for students to 
eat breakfast and lunch.  

e. Enhanced arts facilities with a new auditorium that has a modified fly for curtains and 
scenes, a prop room, dressing rooms and make-up areas and a separate lobby and 
restrooms for easy after-hours access and community use. In addition, there would be 
band and choir rooms with tech, AV and acoustic systems and secure instrument 
storage and renovated visual arts classrooms for ceramics, photography and journalism.  

f. Basic PE/athletic areas that would include a main competition court and two practice 
courts, PE locker rooms and two new athletics locker rooms to meet Title IX 
requirements, a weight and cardio room and an indoor walking/running track to extend 
PE opportunities and athletic training during the winter months. 
 

6. Where will the new high school be built? The new school will be built on the 63 acres the 
district already owns on 49th South.  
 

7. Why not renovate the current IFHS? Over the last six years, several Boards of Trustees have 
looked at the feasibility of renovating the current Idaho Falls High School. After extensive 
research, they have determined a renovation just isn’t feasible because of a multitude of 
challenges  

a. Idaho Falls High School is landlocked and there is limited space to expand. The City of 
Idaho Falls owns the Civic Auditorium, the band room and the choir room and the 
parking lot on the north side of the building. The field behind the school cannot be used 
for expansion because the city has an easement on that field for a stormwater retention 
pond for the surrounding neighborhood.   

b. The school was built in the 1950s, more than 70 years ago. It doesn’t have enough 
classrooms to accommodate today’s enrollment so students are forced to take classes 
in satellite buildings, and many of the classrooms in the building are small and cannot 
accommodate today’s students. It lacks the safety and security features so important 
in today’s schools. It doesn’t have the space needed to adequately accommodate all 
the programs like special education, school lunch and Title IX that were enacted after 
the school was built.  

c. Board members have deemed that the money needed for the renovation/rebuild 
necessary to address all these issues would be better spent on a new high school, which 
would be a better long-term investment for our community.  
 

8. What will happen to the current IFHS building? The current IFHS campus will remain a vital part 
of Idaho Falls School District 91 and the community. The building would become the 
permanent home of the district’s Career and Technical Education Center, which would provide 
even more space for an expanded Career and Technical Education program. In addition, it 
would provide community spaces for the arts in association with the Civic Auditorium and it 
would provide community spaces for sports and athletics with the gyms, locker rooms and 
weight rooms on the south side of the building.  
 



9. Didn’t the district just build a new CTE Center? Using one-time COVID-19 funds, D91 has leased 
and renovated the old Deseret Industries building to create a temporary home for a stand-alone 
CTE Center. Leasing the building allowed us to immediately expand our CTE offerings and 
provide more opportunities for students to find success after high school.  
 

10. What is included in the bond for the arts? Idaho Falls High School and the renovated Skyline 
High School would both have a 900-seat auditorium with a modified fly for curtains and scenes, 
a prop room, dressing rooms, make-up areas and a separate lobby and restroom for easy after-
hours access and community use. In addition, there would be band and choir rooms with tech, 
AV and acoustic systems and secure instrument storage and renovated visual arts classrooms for 
ceramics, photography and journalism. Currently, neither high school has a large auditorium so 
they need to rent space at the Civic Auditorium like other community groups or they need to 
use the smaller auditoriums at Eagle Rock, Taylorview or Compass Academy, which cannot really 
accommodate performances.  

 
11. What is included in the bond for athletics? 

a. The plans for the renovated Skyline High School include: two new PE locker rooms and 
two new athletics locker rooms to meet Title IX requirements, a new weight and cardio 
room, an indoor walking/running track to extend PE opportunities and athletic training 
during the winter months and additions to improve ADA accessibility in the gymnasium. 

b. The plans for the new Idaho Falls High school include: Basic PE/athletic areas with a 
main competition court and two practice courts, PE locker rooms and two new athletics 
locker rooms to meet Title IX requirements, a weight and cardio room and an indoor 
walking/running track to extend PE opportunities and athletic training during the winter 
months. 
 

12. Why were improvements made to Ravsten Stadium? No matter what happens with the bond, 
Ravsten Stadium will always be the home field for Idaho Falls and Skyline high schools. The 
facility – especially the field -- has needed upgrades and repairs for some time. The 
improvements included: new turf; redesigned “D” zones with space for field events like discus, 
long jump and pole vault; a new track and a lighting upgrade with energy efficient lights. With 
the improvements, the use of the field will be expanded and it will make it easier for the field to 
be used by soccer, lacrosse and community sports teams.  
 

13. Why weren’t these improvements included in the bond? How are they being paid for? The 
project to upgrade and improve Ravsten Stadium was approved long before the bond resolution 
was approved. The upgrades were paid for using general reserve funds and SPFF monies.  
 

14. Why is a new IFHS athletic complex being built on the land that one day may be home for the 
new IFHS? Idaho Falls High School is landlocked and its student athletes do not have any 
practice or play fields. Most teams practice/play on community fields spread around Idaho Falls. 
The football team practices in the storm retention behind the school, but the field is often 
littered with storm debris.  

 



15. How is the complex being paid for? The Tiger Athletics Complex is a public-private partnership. 
The project will be funded through private fundraising efforts and district funds. The Board of 
Trustees set aside $2 million in 2021 to pay for Phase 1, which will include football, baseball and 
softball practice fields. The money comes from general reserve funds.  
 

16. Why wasn’t the money for the Ravsten upgrades the Tiger Athletic complex used to pay for 
some of the projects in the bond? The amount of money the board set aside for these projects 
isn’t enough to address the large-scale projects the community identified as priorities in the 
long-term facilities.  
 

17. Why is the amount of the bond so high? The cost of the bond reflects today’s construction 
costs. The $250 million bond proposal includes: Approximately $119 million for a new IFHS, 
approximately $71.5 million for the renovated Skyline and $27 million for each elementary 
school. 

18. Why propose a bond now when there is so much economic uncertainty? The issues with Idaho 
Falls and Skyline high school are not new. Over the last few years, district leaders have tried to 
address these challenges with planning, community outreach and previous bond proposals, but 
now these issues are becoming critical. Some of the reasons the Board of Trustees decided to 
move forward include:  
 

a. After months of outreach this winter, the community identified the four projects in the 
bond proposal as priorities.  

b. While the price tag is high, there’s no sign that waiting will decrease the costs of the 
projects.  

c. The community has rallied together to pass previous bonds during times of economic 
uncertainty – including the most recent bond in 2012 that rebuilt Ethel Boyes, Dora 
Erickson, Edgemont and Longfellow elementary schools – and those have proven to be 
good investments 

 
19. What will the tax impact be of the bond? You can use D91’s tax calculator to determine how 

the bond might impact you. Click here for the calculator. 
If approved, D91’s proposed bond is estimated to cost $233 per $100,000 of net taxable 
property value, but that will not appear on tax notices until late 2023. Also, the district probably 
wouldn’t sell all the bonds at the same time so in the first few years of the bond, the impact is 
expected to be less than $233 per $100,000 of net taxable property value.  
In addition, the district is paying off its prior bonds early, saving taxpayers millions of dollars. 
The prior bonds, with a tax impact of approximately $133 per $100,000 of net taxable property 
value, will be completely paid off next year, and will drop off tax notices before the new bond 
appears on tax notices. 
So, if the proposed bond passes, the net change in the district’s bond levy rate -- the difference 
between what taxpayers are paying today and what they will pay if the new bonds pass -- is 
expected to be about $100 per $100,000 in net taxable property value.  

 
 

https://www.ifschools.org/Page/1670


20. Isn’t there another way to pay for these improvements? The only provisions Idaho makes to 
pay for large new school construction projects or major renovations is with a bond.  
 

21. When is the election? The election is Nov. 8, 2022.  
 

22. Who can vote in the election? Any registered voter living within Idaho Falls School District 91’s 
boundaries can vote in the election. They would vote at their regular polling place.  
 

23. How can I register to vote? Patrons can register to vote through the Bonneville County Elections 
office. More information is available through at: https://voteidaho.gov/ or by contacting the 
Bonneville County Elections office at (208) 529-1350    
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